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Azure Springboard™  

The Springboard™ for Azure consulting engagement process tackles the eight core areas of design in the 
Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework, ensuring the solution answers the requirements from all parts of your 
business and industry. The process is highly collaborative, fully transparent. We work in partnership, as a team, to 
co-create a secure, enterprise-grade Azure foundation tailored to your specific needs.  
 
Fujitsu Springboard™ for Azure provides acceleration and value at all stages of your Microsoft Azure Cloud 
Adoption journey. It helps you to overcome and bypass challenges you are bound to face as per the following 8 
core areas. 
 

 

 

Springboard™ for Azure is delivered using Agile and DevOps to ensure adoption happens at speed. The 
engagement arms you with the flexibility to easily scale, grow or pivot as your business and industry requires. 
With Springboard™ for Azure we provide: 

• Springboard™ Artefacts - a collection of Infrastructure as Code components, landing zone blueprints, 
design templates, and a pre-defined backlog of tasks. 

• Springboard™ Project Engagement - well-defined professional services engagement to rapidly-produce 
your customized landing zone as code - documented, tested, and ready to deploy. 

• Springboard™ Support Services - ongoing support and updates to the Springboard™ code library when 
things change in Azure.  

 

 

 

Fujitsu Springboard™ for Microsoft Azure 
 
Fujitsu Springboard™ for Azure is the solid framework to accelerating your 
business towards an agile and adaptive cloud platform in Azure. The 
Springboard™ for Azure framework and process together rapidly deploy a fully 
functional immutable infrastructure Landing Zone into Azure, conforming to and 
incorporating best practice from the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework and 
Enterprise Scale Landing Zone guidance. 
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SpringboardTM Starter Tier 

Springboard™ tier for proof-of-concepts and dev environments. 

• Workshop to platform deployed: typically 1-2 weeks 

• Low Availability Requirements 

• No Hybrid network connectivity 

 

Why SpringboardTM Starter Tier? 

The benefits to Customers are: 

       Innovate faster Develop new solutions faster with quality IaC library and Landing Zone templates.  

       Save Costs Save both money and time - your Landing Zone up and running in days instead of months. 

       Create Value Focus effort on your business challenge instead of foundation code and maintenance. 

       Build your future Co-create your solution together with Fujitsu Azure experts and Springboard. 
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 What is Included    

   

 

 Springboard™ Artefacts 
A collection of Infrastructure as Code components, landing zone blueprints, design templates, and a pre-
defined backlog of tasks. 
 Springboard™ Project Engagement 
Well-defined professional services engagement to rapidly produce your customized landing zone as code, 
documented, tested, and ready to deploy. 
 Springboard™ Support 
Ongoing support in using Springboard and updates to the Springboard code library when things change in 
Azure. 
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